
Beverage
Cooler
3.2 Cubic Feet

Thank you for purchasing our 
appliance. Please be sure to 
read the entirety of this user 
manual carefully prior to using 
this appliance. If you have any 
questions regarding the use  
of this product, please call  
1-(800)-898-3002.

SKU: HME030065N
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Before First Use 

To prevent any internal damage, it is very important to  
keep the units upright throughout its journey. Please leave it standing 

 upright and outside the box for 24 HOURS before plugging it in. 

In the event this product malfunctions, or you believe it is  
defective, please contact Customer Service at homelabs.com/help,  

1-(800)-898-3002 or help@homelabs.com and hold onto the defective  
product (pending further instruction). A defective product should  
be clearly marked or stored where it cannot be used by mistake.  
Failure to keep the product in its original quality from the time of  
receipt may impede hOmeLabs’s ability to correct any legitimate  

problem and may limit the extent to which hOmeLabs 
may provide recourse.

Before First Use

We recommend running the cleaning 
program (See > Page 9) prior to  
making ice for the first time. 



on bringing home your new appliance!
Congratulations

Don’t forget to register your product at homelabs.com/reg 
for updates, coupons, and other relevant information. 

Although greatly appreciated, product registration is not 
required to activate any warranty.
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• Read all instructions thoroughly before use.
• Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure, clear of obstruction.
• Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process, other than those 
recommended by the manufacturer. 

• Do not store explosive substances, such as aerosol cans with flammable propellant, in this appliance.
• Do not use extension cords or ungrounded (two-prong) adapters.
• This appliance is intended to be used in households and similar applications. Not intended for retail  
or commercial use. 

• Do not pull the power cord when pulling the power plug of the Beverage Cooler. Please firmly grasp the plug 
and pull it out from the socket directly. 

• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge unless they have been given supervision and instruction 
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

• Do not use the appliance for anything other than its intended use. 

• Do not damage the power cord under any condition.
• Please use a dedicated three-hole power socket, which is 15 A or more and not shared with other  
electrical appliances.

• Please ensure that the grounding electrode of the power socket is equipped with a reliable grounding line.
• The Beverage Cooler uses an AC power supply of 115 V / 60 Hz.
• In case of leaking gas, turn off the leaking valve and open your doors and windows. Do not unplug the Cooler 
yourself, as it may cause a fire. Contact Customer Support.

• For your safety, don’t place electric devices on top of the Cooler, like microwaves or electric kettles, and 
don’t store your Beverage Cooler inside pantries.

• Always grasp the power plug to remove it from the wall outlet. Do not pull on the power cord itself.
• Power plug should be accessible. 
 

• Make sure the Cooler is placed in a well-ventilated, indoor environment on flat, sturdy ground (rotate left or 
right to adjust the wheel to level if unstable).

• Be careful not to get fingers or dangling accessories caught in the Cooler Door.
• This Cooler and its packaging are not intended to be played with or used by children. If a child is using the 
Cooler, it must be with adult supervision to avoid injury.

• Keep the Cooler out of moist, damp, or humid environments and situations, so as not to damage the  
electrical insulation.

• Do not use a base, Cooler Door, etc. as pedal or support.
• Do not place heavy objects on top of the Cooler to prevent accidental damage or injury.
• Do not use this Cooler to store fresh foods, such as meats, vegetables, fruits, etc. This product can only be 
used to chill beverages.

• Do not put flammable, explosive, volatile, or highly corrosive items in the Cooler to prevent damages to the 
product or re accidents. 

• Do not place flammable items near the Cooler to avoid a fire hazard.
• This product is for household refrigeration appliances, mainly used for the storage of beverages. It’s not used 
for other purposes, such as storage of blood, drugs, and biological products.

• Do not cover or close ventilation and exhaust holes.

save these instructions 
For Household Use Only

WARNINGS RELATED TO PLACING ITEMS

WARNINGS RELATED TO USE

WARNINGS RELATED TO ELECTRICITY

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of 
fire, electric shock, and/or injury to persons.

important safety instructions
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1. Before using the Cooler, remove all packaging materials, including bottom cushions, foam pads, and tape inside 
the Cooler. Tear off the protective film on the Door and the Cooler Body.

2. Make sure the Cooler is placed in a well-ventilated, indoor environment on flat, sturdy ground (rotate left  
or right to adjust the wheel to level if unstable).

3. To ensure proper ventilation, allow for at least 11.8 in (30 cm) between the Cooler and any stove, furnace.  
We also advise operate this Beverage Cooler in a room of 133 cubit feet (or larger) for safety concern. 

4. Keep a circulation space of at least 1.5 in (4 cm) on both sides of the Cooler to preserve power.

5. Avoid putting the Cooler in direct sunlight or too close to a heat source. Keep a safe distance of at least  
11.8 in (30 cm) between the Cooler and a stove or furnace if it can’t be avoided. We also advise applying an 
insulation board in that case.

Parts Description

Temperature Control

Fan

Shelf

Shelf

Glass Door

Adjustable 
Foot

PLACEMENT

INSTALLATION

• Keep in upright position for 24 hours before initial power up.
• While the Cooler is empty, set the “Temperature Control” to maximum and leave for 1 hour.
• When you start putting beverages inside the Cooler, maintain a 1.5 in (4 cm) gap between the interior wall 
of the Cooler and the beverages to keep the proper airflow.

• Follow steps below if you want to change the Door orientation from left-hinge to right-hinge:
1. Use a screwdriver to remove upper and lower left hinge (triangle with 3 screws).
2. Transfer the hinge to the right of the Cooler and attach to the right side of the Door.

Before First Use
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Energy Conservation
• The Cooler should be placed in a room that is dry and ventilated. The Cooler cannot be placed under direct 
sunlight or next to a heat source (such as a radiator, stove, etc.), and a suitable insulation board must be 
applied if necessary.

• Try to shorten the opening time of the Cooler’s Door.
• Avoid putting warm beverages in the Cooler.

PROPER USE OF BEVERAGE COOLER

INTRODUCTION TO THE BEVERAGE COOLER’S FUNCTIONS 

1. Display Controls 
When turning on for the first time, the display screen will be a full display for 3 seconds and the  
startup tone will ring.

2. Standby Mode
To activate “Standby” mode, hold the “Standby” button for 3 seconds. You will hear a beep and the display 
area will be cut off. To deactivate “Standby” mode, press the button again. You will hear a beep and the 
standard display will show.

3. Lighting       
 Press the “Lighting” button to turn the light on or off.

4. Temperature Setting
Press the “Increase Temperature” button to increase the temperature one degree at a time. Press the 
“Decrease Temperature” button to decrease the temperature one degree at a time. To change display from 
OF to OC, press and hold the “Increase” and “Decrease” button simultaneously for 5 seconds.

5. Memory Function
If turned off, this Cooler will remember any settings in place and will work according to those settings once 
it’s turned on again.

6. Fault Indicators 
If any of these indicators are displayed, it means the Cooler has the following issues: 

Operation

FAULT CODE DESCRIPTION

E1 R room sensor failure

E4 R room defrost sensor failure
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DISCONNECTING THE BEVERAGE COOLER

CLEANING YOUR BEVERAGE COOLER

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

I’m hearing some sounds, what’s up with that?  
Buzzing or any gurgling sound is normal, as that can be a result of the unit working properly or refrigerating fluid 
flowing through the pipeline.

Unplug the power plug from the socket to disconnect the Cooler.

Maintenance

Dusting behind the Cooler and on the ground will improve the cooling effect and save energy. The interior of the 
Cooler should be cleaned to avoid any odor. Follow the cleaning procedure below:
1. Unplug the Cooler.
2. Wipe the door seal with warm water.
3. Use soap and warm water to clean the Cooler.
4. Reconnect the Cooler when the Cooler is clean and dry.

NOTE:  
Do not use hard brushes, wire brushes, abrasives, 
organic solvents, boiling water, acid, or alkaline items  
as this may damage the cooler surface and interior.

DEFROST 

1. Unplug the Beverage Cooler.

2. Remove beverages and cooler contents. Place them properly to prevent melting or spoiling, where necessary.

3. Allow the appliance to defrost naturally at room temperature. 

4. If any lingering liquid remains after defrosting, wipe the Beverage Cooler interior with a clean, soft cloth.

5. Power on the appliance.

6. Allow it to run for 2–3 hours, then return any removed beverages to the Cooler.

NOTE:  
Do not immerse the Beverage Cooler.

Specifications

• Temperature Range: 34–50 °F

• Voltage/Current: 115 V~ / 1.1 A

• Net Weight:  68.3 lb

• Dimensions:  W 18.9 × H 33.3 × D 17.30 in
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hOmeLabs offers a limited two-year warranty (“warranty period”) on all of our products purchased new and 
unused from hOmeLabs Technologies, LLC or an authorized reseller, with an original proof of purchase and where 
a defect has arisen, wholly or substantially, as a result of faulty manufacture, parts or workmanship during the 
warranty period. The warranty does not apply where damage is caused by other factors, including but without 
limitation: (a) normal wear and tear; (b) abuse, mishandling, accident, or failure to follow operating instructions; 
(c) exposure to liquid or infiltration of foreign particles; (d) servicing or modifications of the product other than 
by hOmeLabs; (e) commercial or non-household use.

The hOmeLabs warranty covers all costs related to restoring the proven defective product through repair or 
replacement of any defective part and necessary labor so that it conforms to its original specifications. 

A receipt indicating the purchase date is required for any claim, so please keep all receipts in a safe place. We 
recommend that you register your product on our website, homelabs.com/reg. Although greatly appreciated, 
the product registration is not required to activate any warranty and product registration does not eliminate the 
need for the original proof of purchase.

The warranty becomes void if attempts at repair are made by non-authorized third parties and/or if spare parts, 
other than those provided by hOmeLabs, are used.

You may also arrange for service after the warranty expires at an additional cost.

These are our general terms for warranty service, but we always urge our customers to reach out to us  
with any issue, regardless of warranty terms. If you have an issue with a hOmeLabs product, please contact us  
at 1-(800)-898-3002, and we will do our best to resolve it for you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other legal rights which vary from state to state, 
country to country or province to province. The customer may assert any such rights at their sole discretion.

Warranty

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES POSSIBLE CAUSES

Cooler isn't cool The Door is being opened too often.  
The Cooler is too full of bottles or cans.

Reduce the frequency of opening the 
door and give it 4–5 hours.

Cooler is not refrigerating The power is out or the Cooler isn’t 
plugged in.

Check the power. Make sure that the 
Cooler is plugged in.

LED light is off The LED light is broken. Contact Customer Support.

Condensation on the  
Glass Door

The temperature is set too low or too high. Increase the temperature and use a 
rag to wipe away any drops of water.

Troubleshooting
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This manual is to be used with all items with the model number

SKU#: HME030065N
PART#: HME030065MNL

RATING: 115 V, 60 Hz, 75 W, AC ONLY 

Manufacturing Info

Contact Us

homelabs.com/help 1-(800)-898-3002 help@homelabs.com

   CHAT WITH US     CALL US     EMAIL US

WARNING: Keep all plastic bags 
away from children.

HME030065N

WARNING: This product could  
contain one or more chemicals, which  

are known to the Sate Of California  
to cause cancer, birth defects,  

or other reproductive harm.

Manufacturer, distributor, importer and seller are not liable  
for ANY damage caused by improper use, storage, care or failure  

to follow warnings associated with this product.



Distributed by hOmeLabs™, LLC
37 East 18 Street, 7th Floor 

New York, USA 10003

1-(800)-898-3002
help@homelabs.com
homelabs.com/help

All rights reserved, hOmeLabs™ 
Made in China.

For Household Use Only


